
PUPP Alumni Fund Reference Guide
Due to limited funds, the PAF has a $1,000 limit per alumni who are up to 25 years old. For example, if 
an alum requests and is approved to receive $500 from the PAF then they have $500 left from the PAF 
they can request for in the future. Once they use the last $500, the alum will no longer be able to qualify 
for the PAF. Because of this, we highly recommend alumni to think carefully and consider all other 
options before applying for the PAF.

Alumni Emergency Fund (AEF):
As its name entails, the emergency fund allows alumni to request up to $1,000 in financial assistance. The 
chart below can be used as a reference on what can be considered to fall under the AEF.

AEF Support Eligible
Family Emergency Rent & Utilities
Dental Food Insecurity
Vision Legal Support
Medical Travel Emergency Expenses

Academic & Career Opportunities Fund (ACOF):
As lifelong scholars, PUPP alumni continue to seek academic and/or career opportunities outside of the 
traditional semester through their colleges and beyond. However, sometimes-underlying costs can prevent 
alumni from taking advantage of these. In order to ensure that PUPP alumni continue to thrive in and 
outside of the classroom, the ACOF is designated to help cover these costs, sponsoring and fellowships. 
The chart below can be used as a reference on what can be considered to fall under the ACOF,

ACOF Support Eligible
Summer Course Fees Tuition
College Transfer Application Fees Study Abroad Fees
Summer Internship Housing Course Textbooks
Travel Costs Conference Fees

Undocumented/DACA Alumni Support Fund (UDASF):
Since its founding in 2001, PUPP has made a commitment to support its scholars and alumni with 
undocumented/DACA/TPS status on their academic and professional endeavors. On top of the challenges, 
PUPP alumni face throughout their collegiate and post-graduate careers, undocumented/DACA PUPP 
alumni are faced with additional hardships surrounding their status. In order to ensure that ALL of our 
alumni continue to thrive, the UDASF is dedicated to cover these fees.

The chart below can be used as a reference on what can be considered to fall under the ACOF,

UDASF Eligible
DACA Renewal Application Fees Dental
Legal Support Vision
Medical


